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Abstract. Despite that many real-life contracts include time constraints, for in-
stance explicitly specifying deadlines by when to perform actions, or for how long
certain behaviour is prohibited, the literature formalising such notions is surpris-
ingly sparse. Furthermore, one of the major challenges is that compliance is typi-
cally computed with respect to timed event traces with event timestamps assumed
to be perfect. In this paper we present an approach for evaluating compliance under
the effect of imperfect timing information, giving a semantics to analyse contract
violation likelihood.
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1. Introduction
Many real-life contracts include concrete time constraints, whether placing limits by
when obligations have to be discharged e.g. “Money is to be made available to the client
with 48 hours of a request for redemption”, or whether it identifies a time window during
which an event is prohibited e.g. “Once disabled, a user may not log in for 1 hour” or
even through temporal delays e.g. “After accessing the service for 30 minutes, the user is
obliged to pay within 5 minutes or lose the right to use the service further”. A number of
contract languages which allow for the description of such real-time matters have been
proposed in the literature, including ones based on deontic logic e.g. [1,2] and automata
e.g. [3]. However, one common feature of these formal approaches is that they handle
compliance analysis in a crisp manner — for a given contract and a sequence of timed
events (each carrying a timestamp), they enable the identification of whether or not that
trace violates the contract, giving a yes or no answer.
Consider the contract clause which states that C
df
=“Once disabled, a user may not
log in for 1 hour”, and the following event trace:
tr
df
= 〈(login, 02h24m58s), (disable, 02h25m02s), (login, 03h25m01s)〉
Typically, the analysis would deduce that contract C has been violated by trace tr due to
the second login event happening within less than an hour of the disable event. The major
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issue with such an analysis is the difficulty of obtaining perfect timestamps, particularly
if the sources of events may occur in different locations.
In this paper we outline our initial attempts at adapting techniques originally devel-
oped for real-time logics and calculi [13] to enable compliance analysis starting from
traces with fuzzy timed events i.e. the timestamp for each event is not a single point in
time, but a function over time which indicates the likelihood of the event having hap-
pened at that point in time.
2. Fuzzy Timed Event Traces
Trace-based semantics of contracts define whether for a particular contract a given trace
of events violates that contract or not. Given an alphabet of event names which can be
observed EVENT, such semantics typically take a trace ranging over EVENT∗. When
contracts refer to real-time, the traces have to be augmented to have every event tagged
by a timestamp indicating when it occurred. Taking time to range over the non-negative
real numbers: TIME
df
= R+0 , a real-time trace tr ranges over sequences of timed events
tr ∈ (EVENT×TIME)∗ (with the assumption that time is monotonically increasing along
the trace), or just using a set of timed events tr ∈ 2EVENT×TIME (since the timestamps
implicitly indicate the ordering).
In our case, the time stamps are no longer exact point values, and we assume
that we can only give a likelihood of an event having happened at a particular time.
Thus, rather that associating every observed event with a single value over TIME, we
will use an approach from fuzzy logic, giving a time distribution, associating every
time value with the likelihood of the event having happened at that point in time i.e.
TIMEDISTRIBUTION
df
= TIME→ [0,1].
Definition 1 A fuzzy-timed observation is a pair 〈a,T 〉 ∈ FUZZYOBSERVATION, where
a ∈ EVENT is the event name, and T ∈ TIMEDISTRIBUTION is the timing distribution
of that event. A fuzzy-timed trace tr ∈ FUZZYTRACE is a pair 〈es, ∆〉, consisting of
(i) es ∈M (FUZZYOBSERVATION), a finite multiset of fuzzy-timed observations2; and
(ii) ∆ ∈ TIME, the event horizon indicating that the events recorded are from the initial
time window from time 0 and ∆ (i.e. events happening beyond this time window are not
recorded).
It is worth noting that the imprecision inherent in the traces is limited to the timing of
the events. We assume that the multiset of event names recorded is faithful with respect
to what really happened i.e. (i) all events are recorded (no events are lost); (ii) events are
not wrongly observed (event integrity); and (iii) no extraneous events are inserted (no
spontaneous generation of event).
Also note, that if the fuzzy observation distributions are probabilistic ones, and inde-
pendent of each other, then we can use a probabilistic approach (e.g. if we are given two
fuzzy-timed observations 〈a1,T1〉 and 〈a2,T2〉, then the probability of both events hap-
2We use the notation M (X) to denote multisets with elements from X . Note that a sequence of fuzzy-
timed observations cannot be used, since there is now no canonical ordering of events, and neither is a set of
observations sufficient, since we may observe two events with the same name and with the same distribution
function.
pening at time t would be T1(t)×T2(t)). However, since this independence is not always
easy to guarantee, we adopt a fuzzy logic approach and will combine likelihood values
using generic binary operators ⊗ (the likelihood of the two observations to happen, a
triangular norm [11]) and ⊕ (the likelihood of either of the two observations to happen,
a triangular conorm). We will write ∏ and ∑ for the generalised versions of ⊗ and ⊕.
We will define a number of operations on fuzzy observations and traces to be used
in the rest of the paper.
Definition 2 We will write eventHorizon(tr) to refer to the event horizon of trace tr
i.e. eventHorizon(〈es,∆〉) df= ∆. Fuzzy-timed observations and fuzzy-timed traces can be
shifted earlier in time using the time shift operator:
〈a,T 〉  δ df= 〈a,λ t.T (t	δ )〉
〈es,∆〉  δ df= 〈{e δ | e ∈ es}, ∆	δ 〉
where x	 y df= max(x− y,0).
We define the function occurances, which given an event and a fuzzy-timed trace,
returns a multiset of all time distributions which may occur according to the given trace:
occurancesa(〈es,∆〉) df= {T ∈ TIMEDISTRIBUTION | 〈a,T 〉 ∈ es}
Finally, we define the likelihood that for a given fuzzy-timed trace es, event a has not
happened in the initial time window [0,δ ], written absencees(a,δ ) as follows:
absencetr(a,δ )
df
= ∏
T∈occurancesa(tr)
1−
∫ δ
0
T (t) dt
3. A Timed-Contract Language
In order to define compliance and violation of fuzzy-timed traces, we will take a real-
time deontic logic covering obligations, prohibitions, recursion and reparations to show
how typical deontic operators can be given a trace semantics under imprecisely timed
observations. The syntax of the real-time deontic logic is the following:
C ::= > | ⊥ | waitδ (C ) | O≤TIME(EVENT)(C ,C ) |F≤TIME(EVENT)(C ,C ) | µX .C | X
The core of the calculus are obligations and prohibitions, written as O≤δ (a)(C1,C2) and
F≤δ (a)(C1,C2) respectively. Obligation O≤δ (a)(C1,C2) indicates that event a is to be
performed before δ time units pass. If a is performed before the deadline, the continua-
tion contract C1 starts being enforced, but if a is not performed within δ time units, the
reparation contract C2 instead starts being enforced. Dually, prohibitionF≤δ (a)(C1,C2)
indicates that event a is prohibited for the upcoming δ time units. If a occurs in this time
frame, the reparation contract C2 is triggered, but if it does not, then the continuation
contract C1 starts being enforced instead. The fact that we give both obligation and pro-
hibition modalities a continuation and reparation, the two modalities are direct duals of
each other:F≤δ (a)(C1,C2) yields the same top-level violations (i.e. ignoring violations
for which a reparation is defined) as O≤δ (a)(C2,C1).
The contract waitδ (C) acts like contract C, but starting after δ time units have
elapsed. The base contracts > and ⊥ are used to denote the contracts which are, respec-
tively, immediately satisfied and violated. Finally, the µ operator is used to denote re-
cursion — such that the contract µX .C will act like contract C except that every free
instance of X in C will act like µX .C itself.
Note that, for simplicity, all obligations and prohibitions have continuations and
reparations, but if these are not desired, one can use the base contracts > and ⊥. For ex-
ample, to state that one is obliged to logout in 30 minutes, with no reparation or contin-
uation, one would write: O≤30(logout)(>,⊥). In the rest of the paper, to avoid syntactic
overload we will leave out the > and ⊥ continuation and reparation e.g. simply writing
O≤30(logout).
We will now give a fuzzy-timed trace semantics to the timed contract logic. It is
worth observing that when giving a trace semantics for crisp observations, one would
typically define a (crisp) relation between traces and contracts such that a trace and con-
tract are related if and only if the trace led to a violation of the contract. In contrast, in
the case of fuzzy-timed traces, such a relation can only provide fuzzy information — i.e.
we will have a functions [[C]]trvio indicating the likelihood of fuzzy-timed trace tr violating
contract C.
We can define the semantics of the timed contract logic with respect to a fuzzy-timed
trace in this manner. As the base case for the semantics, we can assert that a trace with an
event horizon of 0 cannot result in a violation. Trivially violated and satisfied contracts
similarly given certain results (1 and 0 respectively), while a contract starting with a wait
clause simply shifts the timestamps of the trace and analyses the resulting trace with
the continuation of the contract. Obligation is the most complex operator, for which we
have to separately compute whether the obliged action is performed or not, and combine
with the continuation and reparation of the obligation. Prohibition is given a semantics
in terms of obligation, while the semantics of recursion uses unrolling of the definition.
Definition 3 The trace semantics of violation are defined in terms of the violation func-
tion [[−]]−vio ∈ C × FUZZYTRACE → [0,1], such that for a given contract C and fuzzy
trace tr, [[C]]trvio gives the likelihood of the the observations in trace tr violating contract
C, and is defined as follows:
If eventHorizon(tr) = 0:
[[C]]trvio
df
= 0
Otherwise:
[[>]]trvio
df
= 0
[[⊥]]trvio
df
= 1
[[waitδ (C)]]
tr
vio
df
= [[C]]trδvio
[[O≤δ (a)(C1,C2)]]trvio
df
=
∑T∈occurancesa(tr)
∫ δ
0 absencetr(a, t)⊗T (t)⊗ [[C1]]tr\{(a,T )}tvio dt
⊕ absencetr(a,δ )⊗ [[C2]]trδvio
[[F≤δ (a)(C1,C2)]]trvio
df
= [[O≤δ (a)(C1,C2)]]trvio
[[µX .C]]trvio
df
= [[C[X\µX .C]]]trvio
Provided that all uses or recursion are guarded (i.e. the recursion variable occurs
after an obligation, prohibition or wait), the finite event horizon, and the finite size of
the timed observations recorded in the trace guarantee termination of recursion, thus
ensuring that the semantics are well-defined.
4. Related Work
In the literature the use of fuzzy logic approaches for contracts are typically limited to
analysing possible observational continuations, e.g. computing the likelihood of future
failure given what has already been observed e.g. [10]. Even when encoded within the
logic, most work deals with a discrete time model. For instance, Figeri et al. [4] present
a temporal logic Fuzzy-time Temporal Logic (FTL), to express the temporal imprecision
allowing to express vague temporal notions such as soon. Crespo et al. [13] present
another work considering the extension of time constraints with fuzzy methods for timed
automata, while Alur et al. [14], extend timed automata with perturbed clocks.
In practically all these works discussed, it is worth noting that the fuzziness is typ-
ically dealt with at the logic level — the specification language or logic allows for the
expression of fuzzy notions of time. Our approach takes the dual view, and assigns fuzzi-
ness to the timing of the observations. In terms of expressivity, the two approach seem
to be equally expressive. However, we believe that our approach is more appropriate in
a deontic setting. For instance, consider trying to regulate a speed limit of 30km/h in a
particular area. In order to enforce such a regulation, cameras are used, with imprecise
timers. Because of this imprecision, the police may decide to prosecute only those who
were observed driving at 40km/h or faster, since even taking into account the timing im-
precision, it can be ascertained that the speed limit was exceeded. If, however, the cam-
eras are replaced with more accurate ones, it may become viable to (fairly) prosecute
those exceeding just 35km/h. If we were to take the approach that fuzzy timing should
appear in the regulation itself, one would have to update the regulations whenever a cam-
era is changed to a more (or less) accurate one. In contrast, with our approach, the regula-
tion remains unchanged, “You may not exceed 30km/h”, but the uncertainty distributions
in the observations allow the calculation of the probability or likelihood of an observed
car to have actually been overspeeding.
5. Conclusions
We have proposed a fuzzy time trace semantics for violations of timed contracts. The
approach allows the factoring in of imprecise measurements when recording timestamps
of events (e.g. due to communication lag or due to unsynchronised clocks) while still
allowing the calculation of the likelihood of a violation of the contract actually having
taken place. In contrast to specification languages, where observational error is typically
encoded with the property or specification, in a deontic setting, we would like to keep a
canonical form of the regulating text, and factor in the error in the input trace. In practice,
such semantics can be used, for instance, to regulate financial transactions, where the
distributed nature of the interacting subsystems (account holder, receiver of funds, node
logging events, etc.) means that precise timing of events is virtually impossible.
As it stands, the work has a number of limitations which we are currently addressing.
On one hand, we would like to extend the timed deontic logic to include conjunction and
choice over contracts, thus widening its expressivity. Furthermore, the approach we have
presented in this paper places no constraint on the form of the time-stamp distribution
functions, resulting in the semantics being of limited practical use due to difficulty in
computing them. We are, however, exploring limiting these functions (e.g. limiting time-
stamp distribution functions to trapezoidal shaped ones), in order to be able to compute
the results of the semantics automatically.
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